Pair correlation function of soft-sphere fluids.
A closed-form analytic formula for the radial distribution function (RDF) or g(r) of inverse power fluids is proposed. The RDF is expressed as a sum of separate component functions, one monotonic and a series of exponentially damped oscillatory functions. Unlike previous treatments in the literature, this formula does not rely on patching different functional forms at arbitrary crossover distances. This expression, which we refer to as g(M)(r), yields the expected asymptotic behavior at large distance and reproduces the main features of the RDF generated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The g(M) is applied to the soft n = 4 inverse power fluid, and it is shown that in this case seven or fewer terms are sufficient to represent accurately the MD-generated RDF over the entire fluid domain. The relative contributions of the separate terms of the g(M) as a function of density are analyzed and discussed. The key role played by the monotonic component function and two oscillatory terms is demonstrated. The origin of the crossover from the oscillatory to the monotonic behavior is shown to be the same as that recently proposed by Evans and Henderson [R. Evans and J. R. Henderson, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21, 474220 (2009)] for the dispersion interactions.